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Introduction

�� Study the synchrotron and SSC emission fromStudy the synchrotron and SSC emission from
IS during the prompt and XIS during the prompt and X--ray flare phases ofray flare phases of
GRBsGRBs

Aims:Aims:
1.1. IfIf GRBsGRBs can becan be GeVGeV sourcessources
2.2. Test the IS model for the flare emissionTest the IS model for the flare emission
3.3. Determine the IS parameters that favor theDetermine the IS parameters that favor the

detectabilitydetectability by AGILE (50by AGILE (50 MeVMeV-- 5050 GeVGeV) and) and
GLAST (30GLAST (30 MeVMeV –– 300300 GeVGeV))
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The internal/external shock scenarioThe internal/external shock scenario
(Rees & Meszaros 1992, ‘94)

ISMISM

γγ ray phaseray phase XX--ray, Opt.ray, Opt.--IR,IR,
RadioRadio

~ 1013cm ~ 1016cm
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The Internal shock ModelThe Internal shock Model

Possible model that reproduce thePossible model that reproduce the ��--ray observationsray observations

To get high efficiency !!To get high efficiency !!
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The radiation mechanismsThe radiation mechanisms

Emission properties determined by REmission properties determined by R~~ΓΓ22ctctvv
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High energy from the promptHigh energy from the prompt

Ep , F, Ep
SC and Ecut strongly depend on L, tv and Γ

((GuettaGuetta && GranotGranot 2003)2003)

EEpp ∝∝ LL1/21/2 ΓΓ--22 ttvv
--11

EEpp
SCSC ∝∝ LL1/21/2 ΓΓ--22 ttvv

--11

EEcutcut ∝∝ LL--11 ΓΓ66 ttvv

FFpp ∝∝ LL

Typical prompt parameters: LTypical prompt parameters: L~10~105252 erg/serg/s ΓΓ~300 t~300 tvv~10 ms~10 ms

RR~10~101313 cmcm
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XRT Bat

DetectabilityDetectability ogog HE emission improves for higherHE emission improves for higher ΓΓ
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XRT BAT

DetectabilityDetectability of SSC component improves for higherof SSC component improves for higher ΓΓ and tvand tv
BestBest candidatescandidates GeVGeV sourcessources havehave lowlow EpEp

EnergyEnergy bandband coveredcovered byby SwiftSwift (15(15--150150 kevkev)) betterbetter thanthan
BATSE (50BATSE (50--300300 kevkev))
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XX--ray flares haveray flares have miriadmiriad characteristicscharacteristics

�� SomeSome GRBsGRBs have several flares otherhave several flares other GRBsGRBs havehave
only one.only one.

�� Sometimes (GRB 050502B) flux increases by aSometimes (GRB 050502B) flux increases by a
factor of 500 otherfactor of 500 other GRBsGRBs show small bumpsshow small bumps

�� Sometimes late flares at days (small bumps)Sometimes late flares at days (small bumps)

�� No difference between long and shortNo difference between long and short GRBsGRBs, hard, hard
GRBsGRBs and Xand X--ray flashesray flashes

(Chincarini et al. 2007)
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�� SSC from the Reverse shock?SSC from the Reverse shock?

Mechanisms to produce X-ray flares

(Kobayashi et al. 2005)(Kobayashi et al. 2005)

�� Density bumps?Density bumps? ((LazzatiLazzati et al. 2002)et al. 2002)

�� Two component jet, deceleration of the cocoon?Two component jet, deceleration of the cocoon?
((MeszarosMeszaros and Rees 2001)and Rees 2001)

�� Patchy shell, multiPatchy shell, multi--jet model?jet model? (Kumar and(Kumar and PiranPiran 2000)2000)

�� Refreshed shocks?Refreshed shocks?

�� Late internal shocks?Late internal shocks?

(Kumar and(Kumar and PiranPiran 2000)2000)((GuettaGuetta et al. 2005)et al. 2005)

(Zhang 2005)(Zhang 2005)

Long lasting central energy activityLong lasting central energy activity
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X-ray and HE flares from IS

�� Fundamental role ofFundamental role of ttvv in determining thein determining the RRcolcol andand
therefore the emission properties, we taketherefore the emission properties, we take ttvv~~ 10ms10ms--1s1s
as prompt andas prompt and ΓΓ~ 100~ 100

�� Sample of flares fromSample of flares from ChincariniChincarini et al. (2007)et al. (2007)
<L><L>~10~104949 erg/s and <erg/s and <ttff>~40 s>~40 s

�� Constrain: theConstrain: the EEpp
ff should be in or just below the XRTshould be in or just below the XRT

band (0.2band (0.2--1010 kevkev)) FalconeFalcone et al. (2007)et al. (2007)

RRflareflare~R~Rpromptprompt
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ttvv~50~50--100 ms<<100 ms<<ttff to haveto have EEpp
ff in XRT and a detectablein XRT and a detectable

HE emissionHE emission If IS responsible of XIf IS responsible of X--ray flare theray flare the
light curve should presentlight curve should present

some substructures withsome substructures with ttvv<<<<ttff

XRT BAT
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If the shells are ejected withIf the shells are ejected with ttvv~t~tff ~ 40 s~ 40 s

XRT BAT

EEpp very low, against observations !!!very low, against observations !!! ((FalconeFalcone et al. 2007)et al. 2007)

RRflareflare~10~101616 >>>>RRpromptprompt
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Conclusions

�� We have studied theWe have studied the detectabilitydetectability of the sync.of the sync.
and SSC emission during the prompt and Xand SSC emission during the prompt and X--rayray
flare GRB phasesflare GRB phases

�� Prompt: HEPrompt: HE detectabilitydetectability improves for largerimproves for larger ΓΓ
and tand tvv andand thereforetherefore smallersmaller EEpp,, SwiftSwift bandband betterbetter
thanthan BATSEBATSE toto identifyidentify GeVGeV sourcessources

�� XX--rayray flaresflares:: IfIf EEpp in the XRT band tin the XRT band tvv<100<100 msms,,
looklook forfor fluxflux variationsvariations onon thisthis time scaletime scale
mandatorymandatory toto test IStest IS
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Conclusions

�� AGILE and GLAST will be able to detect HEAGILE and GLAST will be able to detect HE
from flaresfrom flares

�� A comparative study between the XA comparative study between the X--ray andray and GevGev
component is important to test models proposedcomponent is important to test models proposed
for flares: in the ES model the SSC peak is in thefor flares: in the ES model the SSC peak is in the
GeVGeV--TeVTeV bandband ((GalliGalli && PiroPiro 2007)2007) instead ofinstead of MeVMeV--
GeVGeV for ISfor IS

�� Other HE mechanism EC of XOther HE mechanism EC of X--ray photons on AGray photons on AG
electrons, in this case the HE flare last muchelectrons, in this case the HE flare last much
longer than the SSC flarelonger than the SSC flare (Fan et al. 2007)(Fan et al. 2007)


